WESTCOAST
ALUMINUM RAILING SYSTEM

Step 1

Full Glass Panel View

–––––––––

Determine post configurations and locations
(i.e. end, center, corner, etc.) Dia. #1.

Assemble Post

If base plate is not pre-attached, secure to post extrusion
using base attachment screws included in kit (Dia. #1a).
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Step 2

Step 2a

Post preparation (Option 1 - No Jig)

Post preparation (Option 2 - W/Jig)

• Measure 2-3/8” from end of post extrusion and place a pencil
mark for location of bottom edge of glass receiver.
• Position bottom edge of glass receiver on pencil mark at 2 3/8”,
center receiver on post and secure with 2-#10 x 1-1/2” TEK screws.
• Once bottom receiver is secure, measure 29 3/4" or 35 3/4" from
top edge of bottom glass receiver, mark a line for placement of
top clip.
• Place rail clip bottom edge on pencil mark and center clip on post,
secure with base attachment screws.

• Install lower receiver to appropriate post face using Jig (Dia. #3)
• Measure 29 3/4" or 35 3/4" from the top edge of the lower receiver
(Dia. #2) and place a pencil mark for placement of bottom edge of
upper clip.
• Place rail clip bottom edge on pencil mark and center clip on post,
secure with 2-#8x3/4” TEK Screws.
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Step 3

Step 4

Installation of stair end posts (If applicable)

Installation of end posts

Temporarily install end stair post so rail centerline aligns with top
stair posts installed in Step 1 (if applicable). Recommended post
installation locations are as shown.

Install posts at all end locations with maximum gap between post
and wall to be less than a 4” opening.
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Return to completing deck railing installation; upon completion of
deck railing, refer to West Coast Railing stair railing installation
instructions, online at www.westcoastrailing.com
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Step 5

Step 6

Installation of 90-degree corner posts

Installation of 45-degree corner posts

Position post on same 3” centerline (typical) and temporarily fasten
using a single fastener through base plate mounting hole.

Position post on same 3” centerline (typical) and temporarily fasten
to deck surface. Use one 22.5° Panel Attach Kit (P/N HC03422 –
purchased separately) to install 45 degree corner posts.
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TOP VIEW
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Step 7

Step 9

Determining center post locations

Installation of top and bottom glass extrusions

Loosely lay center post over deck edge and adjust as required to
determine final center post mounting locations. (See Dia. 8 & 9)

Starting at end post or top stair post (Dia. #12A) install the bottom
rail extrusion, with vinyl insert, into the bottom receiver of the first 2
posts. Next, slide the top rail glass extrusion, without the vinyl
installed, onto the upper rail attachment clips.
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TOP VIEW

Secure the posts to deck surface, then secure top rail glass
extrusion to top railing attachment clip (Dia. #12B&C). Continue
working from one post to the next. Install next piece of bottom rail,
then secure the top rail extrusion to the rail clips until all rail sections
are fastened to posts and posts are secured to deck surface.

Dia. #8

Center bottom support legs between posts and fasten to deck.
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Step 8
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Cut top and bottom rail glass extrusions
Measure and cut top and bottom rail extrusions to fit between posts.
Note: Bottom vinyl should be cut with bottom rail extrusions, top rail
vinyl should be removed before cutting. (See Dia. #10).
Snap bottom support leg into bottom rail assembly so mounting
hole faces inward to deck surface. (See Dia. #11).
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Step 10

Step 12

Installation of top rail snap

Installation of glass panels

Measure between each secured post and cut top rail snap 1/16”
less than opening size (Dia. 13). Clean cut areas and apply
touch-up paint on all exposed metal. Snap each top rail snap over
the corresponding glass rail extrusion until properly seated.

Position glass so gap between panel edge and post is equal on
both ends. Glass gap at ends is typically 3” but can vary depending
on application. Maximum gap must be less than 4”. Insert glass
panels upward into glass insert (Dia. #15A) and swing panel over
opening in bottom rail glass insert. Pull panel downward until panel
is resting rmly inside of bottom glass insert (Dia. 15B). Continue
until all glass panels are installed.
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Measure, Mark & Cut

TIP: Window cleaner may ease glass installation into top and
bottom rail assemblies.
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Step 11
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Installation of top glass inserts
Measure between posts and subtract 2” from overall measurement.
Cut top glass insert to provide clearance at post clip locations and
insert vinyl into top rail extrusion (Dia. #14).
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Step 13
–––––––––––

Final Inspection
When railing is completely installed, complete one nal check to
ensure all fasteners are properly secured.
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The diagrams and instructions in this brochure are for illustration purposes only and are not meant to replace a licensed professional. Any construction or use of the product
must be in accordance with all local zoning and/or building codes. The consumer assumes all risks and liability associated with the construction or use of this product. The
consumer or contractor should take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of everyone involved in the project, including, but not limited to, wearing the appropriate safety
equipment. Except as contained in the written limited warranty, West Coast Railing does not provide any other warranty, either express or implied, and shall not be liable for any
damages, including consequential damages.

www.WestCoastRailing.com

